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ABSTRACT 

Fundamental classical kinematics are expressed in terms of Cartan geometry · 

and a number of new results found self consistently. The kinetic, potential and total energies 

are given in general kinematics, together with the collected kinematics of the hyperbolic and 

logarithmic trajectories, thus describing the main features of whirlpool galaxies. Frenet 

analysis is applied to find that the Frenet curvature of all planar orbits is the ratio of the linear 

and angular velocities, and that the Frenet torsion vanishes for all planar orbits. The 

acceleration due to gravity is expressed in plane polar coordinates and the properties 

discussed of the centripetal acceleration. In general the acceleration is a Cartan covariant 

derivative whose spin connection is the angular velocity vector. This is true for the general 

vector. It is shown that the acceleration expressed in plane polar coordinates produces Euler 

Bernoulli resonance when a driving force is present. This result can be translated into circuit 

theory and applied to the theory of energy from spacetime. 

Keywords: ECE theory, kinematics, whirlpool galaxies, orbital theory, properties of the 

acceleration, Euler Bemoull_i resonance, circuit theory, energy fwm spacetime. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series { 1 - 1 0} the ECE theory has been applied to 

fundamental classical kinematics, and the angular velocity shown to be the Cartan spin 

connection. The plane polar system of coordinates is shown in this paper to produce 

fundamental physics that does not exist in the Cartesian system. Examples are the Coriolis 

and centripetal accelerations, and Euler Bernoulli resonance. The reason is that the plane 

polar coordinates are rotating, while the Cartesian coordinates are static. This paper as usual 

summarizes extensive calculations in the accompanying background notes to UFT23 7 on 

www.aias.us. In Section 2, fundamental kinematics are developed systematically to give 

expressions for the velocity, kinetic energy, potential energy and total energy or hamiltonian. 

The results are applied to show that the main features of the whirlpool galaxy can be 

explained with a hyperbolic spiral orbit but not with a logarithmic spiral orbit. The complete 

kinematics of both types of orbits are given in the background notes, together with material 

on various types of Cotes and Poinsot spirals. The kinematics are developed with the Frenet 

{ 11} system of coordinates and it is shown that the Frenet curvature is the ratio of the linear 

to angular velocities for all planar orbits. It is shown that the Frenet torsion vanishes for all 

orbits in a plane. The Frenet curvature and torsion must not be confused with the Cartan 

curvature and torsion. It is emphasized that the acceleration due to gravity produces the 

Corio lis and centripetal terms in the plane polar system. The description of an elliptical orbit 

for example depends on which coordinate system is used. In general the velocity and 

acceleration in plane polar coordinates are covariant derivatives of Cartan, and are worked 

out in all detail and self consistently. Finally in Section 2 it is shown that Euler Bernoulli 

resonance can be induced in the plane polar coordinates when it is absent in the Cartesian 

system of coordinates. 

In Section 3 the results for Euler Bernoulli resonance are translated into circuit 
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theory, a circuit may be constructed in which the driving force originates in spacetime. SO . 
energy may be obtained from spacetime. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF KINEMATICS 

The covariant derivative of Cartan may be defined for use in classical kinematics 

in space. For any vector V the covariant derivative is: 

+CJ X v -C0 
where the spin connection vector is the angular velocity vector W . In plane polar -
coordinates define: 

for simplicity of development. The velocity is then defined as: 

'4 -::.. ~£ ::.. JJ 1- w")(...\ c~) - - -- -- -JJ: ~ 
where: -(4-) <li ---Jl 
By definition { 11, 12} : 

~- ((So~ _(S) \)s_ - iA- Q -\- 'a~, -:;.. --( 

~ -- Jt 
JS JX 

so 

( ~ )~~~s t·~ea c\.r f2_ ~(b) - - -( 

Jt 
and: 

~~~ - ( ~E:_ \ -h) 
At 
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The acceleration is defined as: 

~ - D" - ~'\) +-~:><-." -(~ - -- -- -
Ji cAS 

where: 

!'-I . - ( J~~ -(~) - . -Jj" J1 G..:y • .£ I -): x.e J... · 

From fundamental kinematics as in the preceding papers in this series: J 
~-;. <\.'-l +~)(..~::.. (~-CJJ..,\e +-(<J...'-> +~~w~e 

~ J-~ M ~ 

- J.. J. f ~ .. t 9:>.. )<.&-)<..0 + fA._~ ~ s -\- ~ L- w ~9 - ( l•\ 
U' -) dV- d.±- - ) 

where Q and .e. ar th · - ( -(j e e umt vectors { 11} ofthe plane polar system of coordinates: 

.Q )(._..e. -( -e ~ ~ 
Vz "J-...e.< ~ ee 

e.g ~Vz ~ ~(" 

., d-. J' Q r t- 0._ y._(w x_!\-\- ( ~ ~ x.~)t J~ w({ X-e.) 
~~ ) ~ ) ~ ) 

+ d_~ }-( ~.Q_ ( -(19 

Therefore: 

From Eq. ( 3 ): 



In this equation: 

so: 

which is Eq. ( \~),QED. The covariant derivatives used in these calculations are examples 

of the Cartan covariant derivative { 1 - 10} 

It is seen that the well known { 12} centripetal ~cceleration: 

and Coriolis acceleration: 

are produced by the plane polar system of coordinates. These accelerations do not exist in the 

Cartesian system and depend entirely on the existence of the spin connection of Cartan. The 

entire theory of classical rotational motion depends on the spin connection. In preceding 

papers it was shown that the Coriolis acceleration vanishes for all closed orbits in a plane. 

These can orbits in astronomy or on a laboratory bench. In this case the acceleration in the 



plane polar coordinate system simplifies to: ( J J. J. ·) 

( 

•• ). ) ::.. • 0\. \,-w f" E-r 
a_ -:. \ - (...> ' ~ {" Jj-."'). 

~- 3-, -\- ~ x c~ ')<..') 
tlt"'). 

For example {12} the acceleration due to gravity in the plane polar system is: 

-
~' -\-- (;J ~ (0- )'-.!:.) - h-0 

and includes the centripetal acceleration: 

Therefore g is not normally directed to the earth's surface because ofthe centripetal 

acceleration due to the earth's angular velocity. The g in the plane polar system is the sum of 

the g in the Cartesian system: 

- d (C~s.-0-
--

and the centripetal acceleration. To make this point clearer consider the acceleration of an 

elliptical orbit or closed elliptical trajectory in the plane polar system. It has been shown in 

previous work that it is: 

where the angular momentum is a constant of motion and is defined by: 

L \ 

Herem is the mass of an object moving along the orbit or trajectory and r is the distance 
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between one focus ofthe ellipse and the object. The symbol cJ.. denotes the half right 

latitude or semi latus rectum of the ellipse. So the acceleration due to gravity generated by 

the elliptical motion ofthe mass m is: 

e - {"" -
in plane polar coordinates. To recover the Newtonian result { 12}: 

lJ -
where M is the mass of an object at the focus ofthe ellipse and G is Newton's constant. With 

the assertion ( J.l ) Eq. ( ':l b ) becomes: 

~c.-(~~ \ - m~ 
<} --

The force is defined from Eq. ( J~ ) as: 

-()\M& (~~ f ~1 ..t. r - -. - <) -
This is the only force present in the plane polar system of coordinates. 

The acceleration in the Cartesian system of coordinates from Eq. (d.\ ) is: 

~c(~s<~J ~ 1_- w ,._(~)<.~) - (:,·) 

in which the centrifugal acceleration is: 

w J.' e . - {.)\) _, 

Therefore in the Cartesian system the acceleration produced by the same elliptical trajectory 

IS: 

·e 
-( 
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and this is a generally valid kinematic result. It generalizes the Newtonian theory, which is 

again obtained from Eq. ( J:l) to give: 

tV\& 
') 

( 

ofthe textbooks {12}. From a comparison ofEqs. ( ~~)and ()4-) the forces in the plane 

polar and Cartesian coordinate systems are different. If the frame of reference is static with 

respect to the observer, the force is defined by Eq. ( 3"-T- ). If the frame of reference is 

rotating with respect to the observer, the force is defined by Eq.( l '\ ). 

The easiest way to approach this analysis is always to calculate the acceleration 

first in plane polar coordinates, and to realize that one term of the resultant expression is the 

acceleration in the Cartesian system. For an observer on the earth orbiting the sun, the 

relevant expression is that in the Cartesian frame, because the latter is also fixed on the earth 

and does not move with respect to the observer. In other words the observer is in his own 

frame of reference. For an observer on the sun, the relevant expression is that in the plane 

polar system of coordinates, because the earth rotates with respect to the observer. 

The observer on the earth experiences the centrifugal acceleration: 

directed outwards from the earth. This is the origin of the everyday centrifugal force. The 

observer on the sun experiences the centripetal acceleration: 
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directed towards the sun and towards the observer. The entire analysis rests on the spin 

connection and on the fact that in the plane polar system the frame itself is rotating and thus 

generates the spin connection by definition. 

It was shown in preceding papers that for any planar orbit the force in the plane 

polar coordinates is: 

- l~"~) 
f L J. ~1 -\- .e 

- __, (" - '(" 
') &J)) < 

'(\....( 

a result which is obtained purely from kinematics and is more general than the Newtonian 

theory. The result ( .)'l ) is consistent with Lagrangian theory { 12} and includes the 

centripetal acceleration, which appears as the second term on the right hand side ofEq. (31 ). 

Eq. ( )l) is very useful because it gives the force law for any planar and closed orbit, or 

planar and closed trajectory on a laboratory bench. A similar equation can be obtained for the 

velocity. In plane polar coordinates the velocity is { 11, 12}: 

+ G.,) )<.. ' -
Using the chain rule: 

it follows that the velocity in plane polar coordinates can be expressed as 

\} -=- - w < ) A_ (-\ \ i_ ( + w ' ~ e ( l) 
- dfi <) - 4/ 

(~ (~~e t(~)~· 
for any planar orbit. The kinetic energy of any planar orbit is therefore: 



J. 
\ - J_ ~" 

) 

Ll 
=- ---

The potential energy is defined by the force { 12} : 

so: 

The kinetic energy is defined in general by the work integral { 12} : 

W,"" ~ rl t . J._ ( =- ~)_- '"G - ( \5) 
and if 

T\ - 0 - (w,) 

0 T - f -(~~ 
Vi"'.et· c. 

then 

So the total energy is: 

- (~srJ-'. 
~ ~ \-\ ~ 

f.'\...t· .. { - ( ~.t<t) 

In other words the total energy is due entirely to integrals over the force and therefore over 

the acceleration. Again in this cohtext the fundamental kinematics are more general than the 

Newtonian theory. The kinetic energy is therefore: 

--\ 
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where -

The potential energy is defined as: 

and is the work done {12} in moving a mass m from 1 to 2. Eq. cSl) implies: 

f - - '\7 R (s0 -
so: ) 1~ 
[t·~ 1{ \ --ct~ ( 2-u.)- ~ =- - \ AU: -

-::. 

_(s~) 

QED. It is seen that the fundamental definitions of kinetic and potential ener.gy result from 

the equivalence principle: 

-
which in previous work was derived and proven from the anti symmetry laws of ECE theory. 

-ls0 
~t~~t . 

where: 

. & -(St) 



and 

~.t-...t.~ 

-1 !< 

! - 11. 

~·- )_~~ 

t\ ~ ~fuecase~a:o((i~o:b>(%j")- ~:, -( s~ 
an equation which again is the result of fundamental kinematics. It can be shown as follows 

that Eq. ( 5~ ) for the total energy or hamiltonian is the equation of an ellipse. First use the 

chain rule: 

- (b~ tr -::. JJA)? - wi..A -- -------ttl- d)3 ett tW 

and the definition: 
J._ ( bl) l - """'-(,.) f 

to find that: 
l"l (~y+( 

J. - L~ __ (b~ 
t -----

Vh J.._ r 
1~< 

\..y 

The ellipse in plane polar coordinates is: 

- (0) r-::. tL 
g \ + E (oS. 

where t is the ellipticity {12}. From Eq. (b) ): ). J 

( ~)~ ~ (~Y si~)e ~ (7 J 



so Eq. ( 5 ~ ) and Eq. ( 

The total energy is therefore: 

) are both ellipses if 

~ l -1-
J._J.. 

d.~\: - (~ 
\._. 

J. _(bt) E- - 1_ 

J_";J 

and is a constant of motion along with the total angular momentum L. Not€ carefully that the 

result ( b' ) is more general than the Newtonian theory, and is valid for all conical sections. 

( The accompanying notes 237(3) and 237(4) posted on www.aias.us with UFT237 

illustrate this point by developing the complete kinematics of the hyperbolic and logarithmic 

spirals using the above equations. In this way it is easily shown that the main features of the 

whirlpool galaxy can be described with stars emerging from the centre on a hyperbolic spiral. 

The stars reach a constant velocity at infinite r - the well known velocity curve. Both 

Newtonian and Einsteinian theory fail qualitatively to describe this result as is well known. 

The fundamental kinematics of this section describe it self consistently and elegantly. On the 
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other hand stars on a logarithmic spiral or other type of spiral cannot explain the observed 

velocity curve at all. Notes 237(5) describe Cotes and Poinsot spirals for example, and it is 

found that the precessing ellipse is a type of Poinsot spiral added to a constant. 

The above analysis may be developed with the well known { 11} Frenet equations of 

differential geometry to give new insights. In the Frenet analysis a curve is parameterized as 

follows: 

-
The tangent and normal unit vectors are defined as { 11}: 

- ) 

where f is the radius of curvature. In the plane polar coordinates { 11}: 

Now define: (•\) s - \ 

so: 

~r ( C>S e -t- _s;._ 8 ~ - k: 
\ ~ --r- -)J 

The normal unit vector is defined as: 

N -
However, j'J and f(} a:e unit vectors, so the Frenet curvature in the plane polar 

coordinates is: 

r . - {<J-) 
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We arrive at the important result that the Frenet curvature of any planar orbit can be found 

from Eq. ( t\.r ). In addition it is found that: 

-
The velocity is defined by: 

\J - \) ~{" 

T 
- '-I -

N ..e -e 

+ ( w .e e 

+ "!!__~ N 
vrAt 

-=- " T -t-- 'J ' ~ 
The binormal unit vector ofFrenet is defined in the plan,olar coordinates by: 

-
The third Frenet formula { 11} is: 

r-(! \ T -(t~) --- ,.---

r 
where r( is the Frenet torsion. So: 

d- _g__e --J.J 
- \ Q a_ QD !t_ - ~ -i_~ -

--'(' JfJJ " ( 
It follows that: 

r " 'l - 0 
-) 

for all planar orbits. For a circular orbit: 

The same result can be obtained using the chain rule as follows: 

" -
f 

-b~ 
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an expression which can eb developed using the definition in the Frenet analysis of the 

tangential and normal components of velocity: 

-(~) 
w\ - (~s) - L- ) \I..,J -

Jf 
I.e. 

~ -(~0 
The tangential acceleration is: 

• • 
a. -::. ~· _Q_ . -\- ( e ~ e 
-T -( 

and the no:mL~~J.~)i ~ 
0\ ~ "'' '{'! ---tJ -

J.t ( 
Note that: 

.l- Q.._\j 
- -

( J1 

so: cvl< t '""' - --~ ( 
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The acceleration in the Frenet system is therefore: 

The Cartesian term in this expression is: 

~ ( ( J:is(~J -
•• 
r T -. 

The centripetal acceleration is: 

and the Coriolis acceleration is: 

Finally in this Section consider again the acceleration in plane polar coordinates in 

the absence of the Corio lis acceleration: 

--

and example bing a closed orbit or trajectory in a plane. The acceleration in Cartesian 

coordinates is: 

~)~ 
) A__)s_ "l ( ~~, j R 

+w ("~ - +- ~ .£._ 
- -( 

----=) - ('" cAY"} 
ell-). 

-lq) J1 (J:;J~·~ 
Therefore we arrive at the important result: 

~~s_ - ~1~ t- -(~1 -
clt") / 

{~J(WL.. f 1 <lt,_Q rl. 1\,( 
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Eq. ( '\8 ) becomes an Euler Bernoulli resonance equation if: 

)_ 
+- G.> ( --

where the right hand side describes a driving term in plane polar coordinates. By definition: 

, ~ X_~ -\- i b ~ {(os 8 i_ + q,~e \ - (1""") 

and {11}: 

e _, 

and 

- -

~ A ro5 C>:t- (0.) e . 
_(io;}.) 

A (•5 ", t- s,."e 
_( \oJ) 

(\X. (o5 W 1t - (tclt) 

These are Euler Bernoulli resonance equations with solutions { 12}: 

A~cosw\t 
~ ~ 

(,..J - G-1 \ 

x(tJ-
and: 



The resonance condition is: 

at which point: 

The resonance is present in the plane polar system but not present in the Cartesian 

system. Similarly for the Coriolis and centripetal accelerations. Therefore important new 

physics emerges from the plane polar coordinates. In the next section this result is translated 

into circuit theory. 

3. CIRCUIT DESIGN FROM EQS. ( \0~) and ( \0 5 ). 
Section by Dr. Horst Eckardt. 
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